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The Security and Risk Report Series focuses on
•
•
•

Operational risks in areas of instability which could affect the safety of commercial and private vessels and
personnel ashore and at sea.
In country reporting on key countries where civil conflicts are directly impacting on maritime operations; and
Reporting and analysis of incidents of terrorism, piracy and other related criminal activity.

MAST has a global reach and presence, delivering first hand, accurate and exclusive intelligence. MAST is
entrenched and committed in continuing to support and promote the awareness of the very real risks that
seafarers and other stakeholders face.
This Intelligence Report Series is a brief snapshot of MAST’s Intelligence capabilities. MAST Intelligence specialises
in providing clients with a suite of products and services, including; political and economic risk analysis, detailed
port and vessel security briefs, vessel passage plans, threat and risk mitigation and travel risk management.
Working closely in conjunction with a host of experts, MAST Intelligence offers a market leading service pertaining
to all maritime affairs.
Follow MAST on LinkedIn and Twitter to keep abreast with these insightful weekly reports and more —
including real time security updates.

Issue 349
Issue 349 of the series reviews, analyses and threat assesses the conflict-affected coastal
states of Somalia and Yemen and associated waters, as well as ongoing issues facing the
maritime industry in West Africa. The Mediterranean migrant crisis, security issues facing the
UK and incidents affecting maritime security are also reported and analysed.
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Gulf of Guinea
On September 11th, the New Telegraph reported that the Nigerian National Petroleum Company Limited
(NNPCL) has estimated that it loses an average of $700 million per month due to the activities of oil thieves and
pipeline vandals.

Incidents: Nothing significant to report.

order to clamp down on illegality. The commander
NNS, Jubilee, Commodore Semiu Olubode- Fazaz,
told the media: “As you all know, illegal oil bunkering
is an old criminality and we are the one fighting it.
If you observed just recently, to further our efforts
in combating the menace of illegal bunkering, NN
launched Operation ‘Dakatar Da Barawo’. So far,
without being immodest, the operation had gone a
long way in curbing illegal bunkering in Akwa Ibom
State.”

Nigerian Navy train personnel on cybersecurity, maritime safety
Vanguard reported on September 11th that Nigerian
Navy personnel were receiving training in cyber
security as part of an effort to confront emerging
maritime security threats. The paper reported that
44 officers and ratings have finished a 16-week
course which included cyber security elements to
enhance maritime domain awareness.

Rivers community under siege
Degema Local Government Area in Rivers State
has seen an increased military presence over the
weekend after a member of the armed forces was
killed by suspected sea pirates, Vanguard said on
September 8th. The previous week, at least one
person was killed by sea pirates in Bille community.
Chairman of Bille Kingdom Chiefs Council, Bennett
Okpoki, said the area had been at the mercy of
pirates and that soldiers patrolling the area had
come under attack from armed pirate groups.

NSCDC acquires new gun boats
Sun News reported on September 10th that the
Nigeria Security and Civil Defence Corps (NSCDC) had
acquired eight new gun boats to assist in their fight
against piracy and oil theft. The move was hailed by
the Association of Tank Farm Oil and Gas Marketers
of Nigeria (ATOGMAN), who said: “All should be
involved in this war against oil bunkering to save the
nation’s economy. With the recent feat by NSCDC,
if other agencies of government can synergise with
them, the fight against illegal bunkering would be a
done deal”

For further information, please click here.

Nigerian Navy to tackle illegal oil
bunkering in Akwa Ibom
Following media reports that oil thieves and sea
pirates are effectively holding locals to ransom in
Akwa Ibom State, NNS Jubilee is to patrol there in
Gulf of Guinea Piracy & Maritime Crime Figures
2022
Incidents reported: 20 (MDAT-GoG/Others)
2021
Incidents reported: 56 (MDAT-GoG/Others)
Crew kidnapped: 46 (IMB, MDAT)
Vessels hijacked: 1 (MDAT-GoG)
2020
Incidents reported: 132 (MDAT-GoG)
Crew Kidnapped: 130 (IMB)
Vessels Hijacked: 3 (IMB)
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Indian Ocean Region
India and the US met to discuss defence, counter-terrorism and maritime security last week, Mint reported on
September 10th. Both sides “affirmed their shared desire to enhance maritime security internationally,” among
other topics, Mint said.

Incidents: Nothing significant to report.

during his arrival in the country, Seychelles News
Agency said on September 8th. He told the press:
“We also discussed the issue of maritime security.
Tanzania and Seychelles share a border within
the Indian Ocean and as such we have so many
similarities in the challenges that we face. Among
those challenges we have the issues of drug
trafficking, transported through the Indian Ocean
and coming to our countries, affecting a lot of
people, especially children. Tanzania and Seychelles
need to work together to combat that.”

Crews of Greek oil tankers seized in Iran
released
Iran has reportedly agreed to release the crews of
two Greek-owned oil tankers which the country
seized in May, AFP said on September 11th. The
tankers were arrested after the Greek government
complied with an American request to hand over
Iranian oil seized from the Russian tanker Pegasus.
The 49 crew members from Prudent Warrior and
Delta Poseidon were held at sea for almost 100 days,
AFP said.

Iran Navy receives indigenous vessels
with air defence systems

New Puntland port project to bring relief
to Ethiopia

The IRGC Navy has received three new vessels
outfitted with high tech air defence systems,
Defence Post said on September 7th. The new,
indigenous vessels include an advanced patrol
ship with a launch system for short and mid-range
missiles, they wrote. Named after Qassem Soleimani.
The multi-hulled ship can transport helicopters and
launch UAVs as well as speed boats.

A new road project in Puntland will connect new
deep water berths at the port of Garacad, Mudug
region, with Ethiopia, Agenzia Fides said on
September 8th. Two new berths will allow 40,000
ton vessels to offload cargo which can then be
transported by road under a $531 million investment
plan.

Tanzania, Seychelles discuss maritime
security cooperation

For further information, please click here.

Tanzania’s newly accredited high commissioner to
the Seychelles, John Simbachawene, has discussed
a number of issues with leaders in the Seychelles
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European Waters
On September 7th, Ahram reported that the MV Wadi Al-Karnak, an Egyptian cargo vessel bound for Dunkirk,
had picked up 60 people at sea after their vessel developed engine issues. The cargo ship sailed for five hours in
order to intercept the migrants in order to rescue them.

Black Sea incidents

paper said that it was unclear whether the occupants
of the boat had managed to make it ashore on the
island.

While the maritime security situation in the Black Sea
remains largely unchanged this week, on September
9th, Baird Maritime reported that a Romanian
minesweeper had been damaged by a floating mine.
Minesweeper Lt Dimitrie Nicolescu was patrolling
an area 20nm off the coast of Constanta, following
up a report from a merchant ship of a floating naval
mine. Worsening weather conditions meant that the
explosive ordnance disposal (EOD) divers deployed
could not reach the mine and, despite undertaking
evasive manoeuvres to avoid collision, the ship struck
the mine, holing the hull just above the water line.
There were no reported injuries and damage control
teams were able to stem water ingress in order for
the vessel to be towed back to Constanta.
Lloyd’s List reported on September 7th that Russian
President Putin had said that the Humanitarian
Grain Corridor was deceiving developing countries,
which have seen very little of the grain exported
from Ukraine reach their shores. “Almost all the grain
exported from Ukraine is flowing not to the poorest
countries but into the European Union,” President
Putin told an economic forum in Vladivostok. So far,
only two ships have left with cargoes for the World
Food Programme, although a spokesperson told
Lloyd’s List: “WFP is hopeful this is only the beginning
of regular shipments of food commodities from
Ukraine for the agency’s humanitarian operation.”
On September 9th, Reuters reported that President
Putin is expected to discuss the grain corridor and
associated exports with Turkey’s President Erdogan
when they meet in Uzbekistan. The deal is due to
expire in November, and analysts believe that Russia
will push to have more of its own agricultural exports
included in the agreement.

Eleven migrants die in latest
Mediterranean accident
The Kenyan Star reported on September 12th that
Tunisian rescuers saved 14 people at sea after a
vessel carrying 37 migrants capsized. It is believed
that at least 11 people have been confirmed dead
following the incident.

Egyptian, US Navies carry out joint drills
in Mediterranean Sea
Egyptian ans US Navy personnel carried out the
SOF-10 maritime exercise in the Mediterranean
on September 8th, See News said. The Egyptian
Armed Forces said that the drill took place in the
deployment area of the Egyptian Northern Fleet and
was focused on collaboration and maritime security
threats. Objectives including VBSS of suspicious ships
and infiltration operations including a raid on an
island location.

Heavy-lift vessel rescues 63 migrants
adrift in the Mediterranean
The MV Blue Pearl was called on to pick up a group
of 63 people in the Mediterranean after their vessel
ran into difficulties. The ship was en route from
Rotterdam to the Suez Canal when it located a
fishing vessel which was thought to have lost power.
Maritime Executive said on September 7th that the
migrants had hoped to reach Italy but had drifted
towards Malta. The migrants had been on board for
around six days before they were rescued.

Migrant boat found washed ashore on
Isle of Wight

For further information, please click here.

The Island Echo reported on September 10th that a
damaged inflatable boat had been found on an Isle
of Wight beach, alongside various items including
an iPod, bag and containers of food and water. The
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